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After five Seasons, IvonneWimpleton has accepted she's a haute ton undesirable. Always a bit ungraceful,her
suitors are men desperate to get their hands on her marriage settlement.Guarded and aloof, she's resigned
herself to spinsterhood. She doesn't mind herfate, since Chancy Faulkenhurst, the man who once held her
heart, left forIndia years ago without an explanation. When Ivonne's father, ViscountWimpleton, refuses
Chance's request for her hand in marriage, he transfers tothe East India Troops. Chance's dreams of making
Ivonne his wife are soundlydashed. Ignoring her letters, he closes the door on his heart and Ivonne
andremains in India. 

Six years later, severely injured during a battle, Chance returns to Englandphysically and emotionally
scarred. His love for Ivonne remains just as strong.When he learns due to a whim of Prinny's she must
choose one of the despotswhose offered for her hand, Chance is determined that none should have her
buthim. Except, not only is she infuriated he made no effort to contact her in allthose years, in Chance's
absence, his father arranged a marriage for him andfully expects Chance to honor the agreement

 
Olivia Kingsley didn'texpect to fall in love and receive a secret marriage proposal two weeks intoher first
Season. However, one dance with Allen Wimpleton, heir to aviscountcy, and her fate is sealed. Or so she
thinks until her eccentric andailing father, unaware of Allen's proposal, announces he's moving the family
tothe Caribbean for a year. Unaware of her father's ill health, Allen demands shechoose--him or her father.
 
 
Heartbroken at hiscallousness, but thankful he's revealed his true nature before she married him,Olivia turns
her back on their love. The year becomes three, enough time forher broken heart to heal, and after her father
dies, Olivia returns to England.Coming face to face with Allen, she realizes she never purged him from
herheart and once again the flames of love ignite, but is it too late? 
 
 
Though Bride of Falcon is part of the A Waltz with a Rogue Novella Series, the books arestand-alones and
can be read in any order.
 
Be sure to check outTRIUMPH AND TREASURE  (Highland Heather Romancing a Scot Series)
whichinspired the Waltz with a Rogue Novella Series.
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From reader reviews:

Virginia Smith:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a book. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the book entitled Bride of Falcon. Try to face the book Bride of Falcon as your pal. It means
that it can to be your friend when you really feel alone and beside that of course make you smarter than ever
before. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you more confidence because you can know
everything by the book. So , let's make new experience and knowledge with this book.

Willie Coffey:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. As it is known to
us that book is very important usually. The book Bride of Falcon ended up being making you to know about
other understanding and of course you can take more information. It is rather advantages for you. The
reserve Bride of Falcon is not only giving you a lot more new information but also to become your friend
when you really feel bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your publication. Try to
make relationship with all the book Bride of Falcon. You never really feel lose out for everything if you read
some books.

William Wood:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got scholars? We believe that that concern
was given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every individual has different hobby. And you
know that little person like reading or as studying become their hobby. You need to understand that reading
is very important and also book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to add you knowledge, except
your own personal teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update about something by book.
Numerous books that can you decide to try be your object. One of them is niagra Bride of Falcon.

Eileen Schmitt:

A number of people said that they feel weary when they reading a e-book. They are directly felt that when
they get a half portions of the book. You can choose often the book Bride of Falcon to make your reading is
interesting. Your own skill of reading talent is developing when you similar to reading. Try to choose simple
book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the feeling about book and looking at especially. It is to be very
first opinion for you to like to wide open a book and learn it. Beside that the book Bride of Falcon can to be a
newly purchased friend when you're sense alone and confuse with what must you're doing of these time.
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